Built in Bournemouth
Were cars once made in your town?
Mike Worthington-Williams continues his researches.
CSM magazine July/August 1985
It would be difficult to imagine a better subject for an end-of-the-pier farce than the idea that
seaside resorts like Brighton, Hove, Eastbourne, Bournemouth - and even Whitley Bay- once
aspired to equal the industrial Midlands as centres of motor manufacture. But they did. Take
Bournemouth, for example.
The image of Winter Gardens, wooded chines and elderly folk in
retirement may have been partly dismantled in recent years, but it's still an
unlikely setting for a motor factory! However, as early as 1900, Edwin
Mens, a garage owner specialising in the import of Benz cars from Germany
('Mens for Benz') was assembling his own 1½hp Royal Boscombe
motorcycles in that quiet Bournemouth suburb. At the time, motorcycles
were little more than bicycles with a 'clip-on' engine and direct belt drive. In
Mens' case he utilised a Belgian Minerva engine.
Mens took premises at Mudeford which were later better known as
Tuckton Motor Launch Services operating a service from Tuckton Bridge to
Mudeford, but nearby Christchurch also had its share of local car makers.
Campbell's, the local blacksmith's shop and cart and carriage works, were
early on the motoring scene with a crude attempt in 1902. It was
unsuccessful, but in 1922 they tried again.
The 10.5hp Christchurch-Campbell was an altogether more ambitious
project, sporting cars being built with pointed tails and tuned engines. Initially the firm used
Coventry-Simplex engines with Meadows gearboxes, but latterly switched to Dorman engines of
1½ litres in which form the cars performed quite well. Sadly, however, they were dogged with back
axle problems and at £450 were not cheap. Very few found buyers.
Those Bournemouth residents who are familiar with the premises occupied for many years
by the St John Ambulance Brigade will perhaps be surprised to learn that motorcars were built here,
too. The Bullock brothers, Harold, Howard and Herbert, formed their Palmerston Lytcar Co. in
1920, and like the Royal Boscombe motorcycle, they owned Boscombe as their stamping ground.
The company took its name from Palmerston Road where the factory was located, and two distinct
models were built - about 100 cars leaving the works in the four seasons up to 1923.
The smaller of these was called the Palmerston,
a 6.9hp two seater with a twin cylinder horizontallyopposed Coventry-Victor engine, a three speed gearbox
and (unusual for a cyclecar) shaft final drive to a bevel
gear live axle. The larger, nine hp type was also
Coventry-Victor powered but was known as the Palm appropriate enough for a town in whose municipal
gardens so many flourish. Hunt & Company of
Holdenhurst Road did most of the gear cutting, but
eventually Harold Bullock turned his attention to
caravan manufacture, and Herbert became a
distinguished member of the BBC 'Brain Trust'!
Holdenhurst Road also saw the birth of the Perfex in 1920, although it was more of a rebirth, really, and appears to have been very far from perfect. The make started life in Los Angeles,
California, in 1912 and folded in 1914, but evidently there were a great many parts left over
following the first bankruptcy. These were brought to Bournemouth after the great war by EH and
ET Arnott, and a new company was set up to assemble them with British bodywork.

The engines were 22.5hp units made by a firm with the
unlikely-sounding name of Golden, Belknapp and Schwartz
which, as the late Michael Sedgwick once remarked, reminds one
of a firm of solicitors in a Marx Brothers film! Billed as being both
'new' and 'British' when in fact it was neither the Perfex lasted only
until 1921 and fooled few. The premises were later taken over by
Motor Mac's, as a retail garage.
The Urecar, built in Stedman Road, was a relative late comer
which made its appearance in 1923. By this time, the buying
public were beginning to demand a degree of sophistication in their motoring, and not surprisingly
the Urecar Motor Company lasted only the one year. The car was designed to appeal to the lady
motorist, for whom 'double de-clutching' and crash gearboxes were something of a nightmare, and
its peculiar system of chain transmission and dog clutches did away with the need for conventional
gear changing. At £275, it was not over-expensive, and adequate power came from a 9.8hp Dorman
engine, but the make disappeared after 12 months with scarcely a whimper.
The Allwin, built in premises on Richmond Hill which later
became Henley's, had even less to commend it, being a cyclecar of
the most uncompromising specification. This throwback to the
'wire, bobbin and kipper box brigade of the pre-Great War cyclecar
boom eschewed a differential and transmitted their meagre power
from an air-cooled motorcycle type engine via a system of belts
and chains. Such barbarism so late in the day ensured that no one
was injured in the rush to purchase.
It wasn't the last cyclecar to be made in the area, however,
although it was to be over a decade before the next hopeful
appeared. Called the JMB, the elements of its construction were no
less bizarre than the sponsor's choice of a factory site, these being a disused collar and cuff factory
at Ringwood in the middle of the New Forest! The building's still there, but now it's a private
dwelling.
The car took its title from the surname initials of its constructors: GH Jones, RW Mason and
CS Barrow, the last-named being a member of a well-known local Ringwood family. A tricycle, it
had no separate chassis, being of integral construction, and was powered by a JAP motorcycle
engine which drove the single rear wheel by chain.
The designers also eschewed a front axle, relying instead upon two transverse springs to
support the steering heads of the two front wheels, and in 1935 a larger 497cc model with overhead
valves and four wheels was projected. Only one prototype was built, but quite a few three wheelers
found customers. Tax concessions for three wheelers being abolished in the 1935 budget year,
however, hit the three wheeler market badly and no more JMB's left the works. The firm had been
making up to two cars a week at one time in 1934.
Shadowy makes, about which little is known, include the Guy - no connection with the
Wolverhampton-based commercial vehicle makers - which, like the Palmerston, was also made in
Boscombe, and the Osborne. The latter made its appearance in the early years of this century, and
was built by Kings Motor & Cycle Works of Wimborne. Perhaps local residents can tell us more
about these two?
In retrospect, it must be admitted that Bournemouth has made
a better job of catering for holidaymakers in search of fun than it
has in the serious pursuit of an indigenous motor industry.
Perhaps it is appropriate, therefore, that the last hopeful
company to espouse the area were intent upon producing a
motorcar which no one took (or were, indeed, intended to take)
seriously.
The Albany Motor Carriage Company, a subsidiary of

Portasilo (portakabin, portaloo etc), chose Christchurch as their base in 1971 and until 1980
manufactured a respectable number of replica type Edwardian two and four seater cars and vans.
Designed by Brian Shepherd, these were initially based on Ford E93A mechanicals, but production
versions used Morris Minor and Triumph Spitfire engines. Type approval problems and the
recession, plus an abortive invalid carriage contract eventually brought this brave and amusing
venture to a halt, but the project did not die completely.
Homark, the Poole-based manufacturers of traditional beer engines, took over production of
the Albany van, renaming it the Criterion, and there are plans to re-launch the car later. Running
gear is now based on the more robust Freight-Rover Sherpa van from British Leyland and all the
indications are that these attractive 'Edwardians' will succeed where all their predecessors failed.
Michael Worthington-Williams
Press cutting (date unknown).
DOES ANYONE OWN A 1920 7 h.p.

PALMERSTON LIGHT CAR?

This car was invented and manufactured in Boscombe by Mr.
Harold Bullock, who died recently.
His son, Mr. Victor Bullock, of 43, Stirling-road, Winton, is
anxious to obtain one of them.
The Palmerston light car, which took its name from the
Bullock brothers' factory in Palmerston-road, Boscombe, was
first seen on the roads in 1920.
Costing £250, the baby car, it was claimed, was the first in
the light car field. Featured in a national motoring magazine,
it was hailed as a machine of simple and pleasing
appearance.
A factor, even more important today, was the 55 miles to the gallon.
Dicky seat
The 688 cc Coventry Victor engine was water-cooled. It had three forward and a reverse
gearbox.
Weighing less than five hundredweights, the car was a two-seater with a dicky seat at the
rear.
Pre-war inquiries
Mr. Edward Knott, of the Winton motor engineers, told me he remembered pre-war
inquiries for spares for the car.
Mr. Bullock's inventive mind was not confined to cars. He designed and built his own
caravan, and improved on the early gramophones with a pick-up and horn type loudspeaker which brought the early records nearer the quality of the later electric recordings.

